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VOTE! 
The AMA president is considered by many to be 

the MOST important position regarding The 

Academy of Model Aeronautics. This new Presi-

dent will become even more important to ALL of 

MODELING because of the dealings with the 

FAA, which in my opinion is the future and se-

curity of the hobby as we know it. WE need the best person NOW to continue to 

work with the FAA. The most important issue faced by modeling ever.  

Although I respect ALL 3 of the presidential candidates, their dedication to the 

hobby, and their experience, I am supporting Rich Hansen. Rich has far too many 

qualifications to list, but his most recent work with the FAA might be his greatest.  

Remember when you consider voting, RICH was chosen BY the Executive Coun-

cil to be the hobby’s representative to the FAA.  

Rich’s professional experience and his dedication to the hobby are impressive to 

say the least. He continues to dedicate just about all of his time for us. Modelers 

who love a simple hobby. Think about it. Rich spends day after day flying all over 

the country attending meeting after meeting, (today a UAS conference in san Die-

go, CA. He is always giving presentation after presentation to organization after 

organization for what. You and Me the members of the AMA. 

It’s an easy choice. 

 Vote for Rich Hansen 

President of the Academy of Model Aviation. 



Another of our District X mem-

bers is running for an AMA of-

fice 

Jerry Neuberger.  

Jerry is one of your past Associ-

ate Vice presidents, he lives in 

Santee California and is running 

for EVP or 

     Executive Vice President. 

Jerry’s campaign statement can be seen in the magazine and inside 

the bill and ballot that was sent to every AMA member.  

Because every AMA member already has Jerry and Riches cam-

paign statements It is not necessary for me to reprint them here.  I 

just wanted you all to know I have known both Jerry and Rich for 

many years and believe them both VERY qualified, and that I 

have cast my vote for them in the positions they are running for. 

 

Again, its an easy decision 

Vote for  

Jerry Neuberger 

AMA Executive Vice President 



Jim Lynch sent this picture of his beautiful JU-87 Stuka.  It was built 

from Ziroli plans, it spans 100", weighs 28 lbs, and is powered by a DA-

50.   It's has been fiber glassed and painted with latex.    

The photo was taken at the One Eighth Airforce scale event in Phoenix.  

  

Jim and I camped next to each other at the West Coast Festival in Atwa-

ter, CA last year and had a good time doing so. That’s just another of the 

reasons I love events so much. All the people and friendships we make. 

 

Thanks for the picture Jim. The Stuka looks beautiful. 



Mike,  Here is a picture of some of the sailplanes that the Las Vegas Soaring Club 

flies in the beautiful Red Rock Conservation Area west of Las Vegas NV.  We fly 

Wednesdays and Saturdays and have great thermal activity most all year.  

Mac Crockett  

 

I don’t know if the majority of you readers remember the pictures but I went to 

this club’s site a year ago. What a beautiful place to fly. After flying a bit the club 

President  and I went to Red Rock drive through area. It was truly beautiful. The 

colors in the morning and afternoon were beautiful. I remember thinking what a 

gorgeous place to have a club and fly from. 



 I believe building a kit is 
one of the best experiences a 
person can have in this hobby.  

 Flying is great, so is cama-
raderie, or more commonly 
called… shooting the breeze 
with your friends, but when you 
build a kit you get to actually 
build something, then fly it and 
then share it with all your flying 
friends!    A triple win! 

 You start with a box of 
wood, and as time goes on, a 
plane is built.  Not only do you 
build it, but you decide on its 
color scheme, the type of mate-
rials used, the motor, servos etc...  

 Although most scale planes are not necessarily the best first time kit’s to build, when 
you do build a scale plane you will get to decide the amount of detail you want to put into it.  

 I always tell students, no matter what that first plane they build is, or how it looks, 
when they fly it for the first time, they will be so proud of what they have done. It’s truly a 
great feeling. 

 In another issue of this publication I wrote about covering the Pup with fabric. I thought 
I would talk this time a bit about finishing it.  

 Painting to me is part of the fun of building and I couldn’t wait. I also wanted to paint all 
the graphics as well as solid colors. If you fiberglass your models you will also need paint. Any-
way... since it was a WW1 By-Plane I knew I wanted fabric, in this case Solartex. I also knew I 
wanted Nelsen Hobby paints.  I used this paint on my B-24 and absolutely loved it for a war 
bird. It painted a bit odd, but the finished paint job was awesome!  

I went on the Nelsen Hobby web site @ Nelsenhobby.com to see jerry was still selling his 
paints, only to find the company had been sold to John Desilets in Denver Colorado  so……... 

My finished  
1/3 Scale Balsa USA Sopwith Pup 

and Nelsen Hobbies paints 



I called John, the new owner.  

Now mind you I wasn’t going about this right. Even though I knew what paint I wanted to use I 
started covering the pup before I ordered the paint. Not a smart thing to do, especial now that 
I found the company had a new owner and all the materials etc… were in the process of being 
shipped to John in Colorado. The good part was that John was the one who bought it and he is 
a go getter. He also knew of my work and was very happy to get me some paint as soon as 
possible. Actually it ended up that Jerry Nelsen the previous owner was traveling to John’s the 
following week to help john learn the mixing process among other things...  

My call to John was like calling an old friend. I could tell right off he was a modeler and cared 
about what he was offering his customers. He told me he would get my paints out asap and I 
believed him….and he did!  

Although I used their paints you can see on the web site they also sell a lot of other items, like 
epoxy and hardware. To the right of the picture is a bit about what they say about their paints 

 

“Ideal for the hobbyist in any venue because of its qualities 
of fast drying, low odor, low toxicity, and the ability to thin 
and clean up with water. Our paint brushes on beautifully 
with both foam and regular brushes and it is very easy to 
spray. Simply brushing it on gives a wonderful finish!”  

 

 

Ok to my painting. The pup was covered with solartex and my paint area, paint gun and 
the paint was ready, so I wiped down the Pup to remove any dust etc… with some rubbing 
alcohol. I decided to spray the paint this time unlike when I painted my B-24 (with foam 
brushes) (which worked fine) so I sprayed the first mist coat on the bottom of a wing. I 
had a billion fingerprints!  To make a long story short, there was a car show and I was 
detailing my car between covering the plane. I’d work on the car polishing, then go into 
the shop and iron on a piece of covering.  

I didn’t even think, but I had gotten the car product all over the covering! 

  

A few calls between myself, Jerry and John 
and I purchased some M.E.C., Methyl Ethel 
Ketone (a product many use to prep full 
scale planes before painting) and it re-
moved the car product.  

 

I preceded to paint the Pup. It looked great 
every layer, every color.   

 

Look at the colors on the Pup as compared 
to a full scale WW1 Bi-Plane. The picture on 
the next page shows it well also. 



 At the start of this article I said this paint, paints a bit odd and I stand by that state-

ment. To me it doesn’t flow like any automotive paint I have ever used. BUT, it paints good 

just the same. To me the flow of the paint onto the surface is different than I am used to, 

BUT...again, it goes on easy and looks absolutely fantastic on a war bird. Jerry, John and many 

others have painted Extras, Caps and other sport and aerobatic planes with good results as 

can be seen on the web site. I just have not personally done so. 

 Back to my Pup. I intended to paint all the graphics on the Pup so ordered some masks 

from Callie at Callie’sgraphics.com Callie is great at what she does and fast. The masks were 

received quickly. I did find the adhesive was super strong and it bothered me I might pull 

paint off the Pup using them. I also had some bleed issues with this cloth between colors so 

another call to Callie and I ordered the graphics in vinyl. I would have drawn the graphics on 

and hand painted them but I am an awful freehand artist and the eagle’s head might have 

ended up looking like a duck or who knows what! So thanks Callie for another set of beautiful 

graphics:) 

 

Again, look at 

how well the 

Nelsen Hobby 

paint looks 

next to a full 

scale WW1 

plane.  

 

If you have a project that needs paint or to check out any of his other many fine products give 

John and his Nelson Hobby paints a look. The address is simple to remember…  

nelsonhobby.com  

… and tell him Mike sent ya! 

 

If you have a recent project you have finished or if you might like to do a series on building 

please send to me any time. 



First Flight                   by Michael Pound 

After 2 days of checking and rechecking, I am sure that all is right. Its time to take this bird to 

the field and see what she will do.  No wait one more call for advice on set ups, and a couple 

more hours of checking throws and all is ready. Monday morning the weather looks good, 2-3 

mile an hour breeze from the west. Just right for a first flight.(well first flight for me with my 

newly acquired slightly used Yak 54). Check list batteries charged to the best of my knowledge, 

prop tightened down, spinner cut and fitted for the prop. All nuts and bolts nice and tight. 

Check, check and double check. Its time to load up and head out to the local airfield. Upon ar-

rival I am greeted with the usual warm smiles and how do you do’s, and the ever pleasant 

“would you like a cup of coffee” from our clubs secretary Carroll.  As I take out my planes I am 

greeted by several club members, commenting on how nice my newest plane looks, the oohs 

and ahs, I love it. And a couple of comments on how to avoid the tree line that surrounds our 

field and runway. No pressure, anxiety mounts as I try not to think of crashing or misguiding 

my new beautiful plane into a tree.  A couple a reassuring words from my friend Mike “its just 

a plane it will fly”, So one more check on throws and control direction. Everything looks al-

right. Now only if Bruce would show up with a gallon of club fuel. Finally all fueled up and 

ready to go. I roll out to a starting area, and did I mention that I was nervous well to say the 

least I needed help just to get the glow starter on. My hands where shaking that bad. One 

more checklist right aileron, left aileron check control direction, check. And a question from 

mike “and your throttle cut?” My what? More radio programming and done. Never used a 

throttle cut off before, mostly fly electrics. As I roll out onto the tarmac my hands steady, Ah 

my home away from home. A few times taxiing up and down the runway.  I point my new to 

me, 74”Yak 54, into the wind, take a breath roll the throttle forward and the ys fz 140 pulls my 

yak into the air in a rather short rollout.  A wave of joy rises as I realize hey it flies. Turn left, a 

couple of clicks up 1` left. Hey she flies pretty good. I am amazed at how comfortable this 

plane feels right from the get go. After a few stall turns and a few laps around the field and I 

decide to check the glide path. Boy is this bird floaty. After a couple of slow passes down the 

runway, I decide to try one more slow pass just a bit to slow and have to make a somewhat 

rough landing just off the runway. All and all not a bad first flight, I was grinning for 2 days. 

Thanks to all those that helped and continue to help at the R.A.M.C. field in Shasta Lake Ca.  

I was hoping for a picture of the Yak in flight but Mike wasn’t able to get it to me in time. 

Thanks for the story Mike. 



Tri Valley RC Modelers, AMA #170, Santa Maria, CA           

Scout Event 

 
On the weekend of October 30, 2010 the Santa Maria Elks, Lodge 1538, hosted a multi district 
boy scout camporee at the Elks Unocal Event Center.  Since the Tri Valley RC Modelers leases 
its flying site at the event center, the Elks lodge organizers asked us to provide an RC model 
flying demonstration for the scouts.  The scouts arrived on Friday and set up their campsites 
for traditional scout activities, and a modern twist with some robotics. 

 

Then, on Saturday the scouts and their leaders were invited to our club flying site at the rear 
of the 130+ acre property, for a flying demonstration and some buddy box time.  Cameron Ir-
win, a Tri Valley RC junior member and a boy scout himself, put on a very impressive flight 
demo showing why he is a serious IMAC competitor.  Andy Cardinal, another Tri Valley junior 

member and scout, 
assisted Cameron, 
and then put on an 
equally impressive 
demonstration of 
helicopter aero-
batics.   

 

Cameron and Andy 
also serve as Tri Val-
ley RC Instructor Pi-
lots. 

Entrance to Scout Camping Area  Examining Robots and Controls  

A Low Altitude Slow Roll 

Cameron and Andy Preparing for The 
IMAC Demonstration 



Tri Valley RC Modelers, AMA #170, Santa Maria, CA           Scout Event continued……. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After the demonstration flights, Andy, Cameron and other club members helped scouts with 
buddy box flying.  The entire flight experience was received very enthusiastically by the scouts 
and leaders. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As a result of our activity with theses boy scouts, the leaders approached our club about 
providing Aviation Merit Badge counseling.  Club President Chuck Barnes, a former Coast 
Guard aviator, has since become qualified and participated in three merit badge marathon 
weekends in March 2011.                           Sent to us from Frank George Editor TVRCM editor. 

Andy Preparing to Fly   Helicopter Aerobatics Demo 

Chris Anadon and Andy help one of the Scouts While 
Other Scouts and Leaders Watch the Action 

Cameron Helping Scouts Fly. 



Custom Canopies Made With Soda Bottles. 
By David Bacon, secretary Fly’n Wolverines RC club. 

 

The PET plastic of a soda bottle can be used to make various accessories for models, such as 
canopies, wheel pants and cowls.  This material is practically indestructible, it 
won’t tear, resists scratching, chemicals, and holds its shape very well.                   

It also seems to accept 

the spray paint for plastic 

model cars, originally for-

mulated  by Pactra, and 

now sold by Testors.  

PET is short for Polyethylene ter-

ephthalate, and a version                                                                    

that the modeler will be familiar 

with is Mylar, which is a thin PET 

plastic film.  The soda bottles are 

made in a two-step process called 

“stretch blow molding”. 

You first make a wooden form of the 
shape you want, plus a little more be-
yond the edge of your part, to hold the 
edge of the PET material. 

 

This form is for a canopy, and the PET 
makes a pretty good canopy, although it 
will have some ripples in it.  You would 
not notice this on a painted item such as 
wheel pants or an engine cowl. 

To prepare the bottle, cut it along 
the part of the label that sticks so 
tightly to the bottle.  With any 
luck, you may be able to use this 
part at the edge, beyond your 
trim line.  If not, you can remove 
the rest of the label with rubbing 
alcohol.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stretch_blow_molding


Wrap the plastic around 
your form, pulling it as 
tight as possible, and sta-
ple it to the bottom, or 
any point beyond the trim 
edge of the part. 

The top of this should have been 
pulled down and stapled, as it 
could end up being unusable.  
However experiments are practi-
cally free, so we can try it anyway. 

Heat the part that needs shrinking 
the most, then heat the rest, and it 
will all pull tight and end up looking 
quite good. 

Here you can see that the “nose” 
just barely came out OK, so I was 
lucky, but I should have stapled it 
down. 

Use the reflection of your workroom 
lights to see how tight the part has 
pulled to the form. If you do this 
right, most of the ripples will be 
pulled out, and it will make a pretty 
good canopy. 



Go over it again and again with your heat 
gun, until it just won’t shrink any more. 

You can see here why the strips of card-
board were glued to the form; they will 
leave a raised pattern you could later 
paint black or silver to look like the frame 
of the canopy. 

Here I am concentrating heat on those bands, 
to get it to shrink as much as possible. 

I have never had the heat melt through the 
plastic, so don’t be shy with it.  If it does, just 
start again.  Also I don’t know if it is flammable, 
so if you have an especially hot heat gun, you 
might take precautions, just in case. 

Now we must cut the plastic loose.  If you al-
ready know where the trim edge is, you can 
use a sharp knife, but this is our first one, so 
we want to trim this one to fit our application, 
and then mark the form with it later. 

And here are some finished canopies.  These were made for a glider, but I have made wheel 
pants, cowls and even observation bubbles, like on a bomber.  
 

Large parts may have to be pieced together; I use small sheet metal screws, and have never 
had one tear.  They are pained from the in-
side, which requires a bit more planning if 
multiple colors are desired. 
 

The only glue I have learned of is a special UV 
light-cured adhesive, and isn’t available for 
retail sales.  Solving the adhesive problem 
would be a great help for wheel pants, but I 
have had some luck with “canopy glue” which 
seems to be the same as fabric glue from the 
craft store.  Next to try is contact cement, 
which is rumored to stick to Mylar. 



The 2011 Redding Air Show 

There are many reasons a modeler goes to a full scale air show. Mainly to see all the entertain-

ment. Like watching the skills of the air show teams or aerobatic pilots. But just looking at all 

the static displayed planes is always good fun. How about to get an idea of our next plane to 

build or documentation for a color scheme, a canopy or even landing gear. We also go as clubs 

or like in this case to show planes we have made ourselves, and help the hobby. 

A good friend Rich Jennings received a call through his sister from a guy wanting planes shown 

at this years air show in Redding, CA. Rich, in talking with the gentleman found he wanted on-

ly the large War Birds like he had seen displayed on Riches web site. Seeing planes both Rich 

and I had built, along with Riches own, Rich called me and asked if I was interested in showing 

our War Birds and I jumped at the chance.  I knew I’d get to show my new Pup, others, get in 

free to watch the air show (free food too), but also support ALL the local clubs in the area.  



In past years a couple of the local clubs had made 

arrangements with the organizers to trade labor 

for the $500 vendors spot fees. The clubs held 

raffles and a time or two made good funds for the 

clubs. 

To help promote the 3 local clubs we made busi-

ness sized cards with the Presidents contact info 

and the name of the club they represented. When 

families came by I would ask if they were local and 

if they would like to go watch all kinds of models 

fly, if interested I would give them a card and direct 

them to the number of the club closest to their 

home. 

We were given a great spot, and we spoke hobby 

all day long both days. It was a pleasure to do it 

with my friend and I think we represented the hob-

by and the local clubs well. 

Several folks asked to take pictures of their 
children with my Pup when I took the pup 
for pictures with a full scale WW1 biplane. 
I was happy to do it. It’s the little things that 
can spark interest in the hobby, maybe one 
of those kids will become a modeler because 
of this one experience, I hope so.  

The Air show was awesome, the A-10 Wart 

Hog was a favorite of mine but the thunder-

birds were the best by far...of course…..  

Rich walking my Pup to the hanger 

for the night. 



Take a minute once 

in a while to check 
out these sites or 
videos. I only put re-

ally interesting or 
different things in 
here (at least in my 

opinion interesting). 
If you find a new, 

awesome video or 

link please share it 
with others here.                     

Mike 

Full scale airshow at night. This is cool. Watch on the biggest screen you 
have. 

http://www.eaavideo.org/video.aspx?v=1103012503001 

Well I only received one worth pub-

lishing, but this one is really cool 

check out the link below. 

http://www.eaavideo.org/video.aspx?v=1103012503001


More fine articles from Rick and Merriam Maida. 

As an editor of any type of publication, you need somebody to write, lots of somebody’s actu-

ally. When an editor gets somebody who writes regularly, well two actually like I have with 

these two, it’s a blessing. 

Rick and Merriam love the hobby, that is obvious. They travel in their motor home supporting 

club after club enjoying the hobby that is so important to them. Rick volunteers hours upon 

hours of his time to the academy, as  CD, AVP and more. He helps his local club’s in many 

ways, from events to the interested young modeler. I am glad to call  them both friends and 

we all should be glad for his/her/their dedication to all of us with their support of the hobby 

we all enjoy. The next few pages show just a few more events the couple have attended. 

Thanks to the both of you for your dedication to our great hobby 

DELTA VALLLEY MODELERS 
WEST COAST MINI FEST FLY IN SEPT 1-4, 2011 

 

HOSTED BY THE DELTA VALLEY MODEL FLYERS 

HELD AT THE KINGDON AIRFIELD / DRAGSTRIP IN LODI, CA. 

EVENT DIRECTOR: RAYMOND DIN 

CD: JOSE MACIAS 

  OK ALL YOU PILOTS OUT THERE THAT COMPLAIN THAT THERE ARE FEWER AND FEWER MEETS GOING ON.  

WELL HERE IS A NEW ONE.  FIRST ANNUAL KIND OF AN AMA CELEBRATION TO ANYTHING THAT FLIES KIND 

OF DEAL MINI FESTIVAL. 

  YOU FLY OFF OF THE MAIN RUNWAY.  TONS OF AIRSPACE AND ROOM.  LOTS OF RV PARKING.  NO MOSQUI-

TOS OR BITING FLIES.  HANGER ACCESS FOR THE INCREDIBLE BBQ.  NIGHT FLYING.  BIG RAFFLE.  PORT A POT-

TIS ON SITE.  CATERED LUNCH AT THE FIELD ON 

BOTH FRIDAY AND SATURDAY.  BBQ SATURDAY 

EVE AT THE BIG HANGER.  AN OCCASIONAL 

FULL SIZE TAKE OFF AND LANDING.  CROP 

DUSTER LANDINGS AND FLY BYS.  WHAT MORE 

IS THERE. 

  JOSE AND HIS CREW DID IT UP RIGHT.  ROBERT 

BLOOMFIELD DOING THE FLIGHT LINE BOSS 

ROUTINE THAT HE IS GREAT AT.   

 



  FIELD SET UP ON THURSDAY 

AND THE FLYING STARTED ON 

FRIDAY MORNING.  ABOUT 

22 PILOTS CAME OUT TO 

SUPPORT THE CLUBS EF-

FORTS.  SATURDAY AT THE 

OPENING CEREMONIES THE 

LODI PARACHUTE CLUB PUT 

OUT 3 SKY DIVERS AND THEY 

LANDED AT THE FIELD.   LOTS 

OF FUN AND LOTS OF FLYING.  

WEATHER WAS CLEAR AND 

TEMPS WERE IN THE HIGH 

90’S.  LOTS OF SITTING UN-

DER THE SHADE AWNINGS 

WATCHING THE LOCAL 

FARMERS HARVEST THE 

SILEAGE OUT OF HIS CROP.  THE FARMERS CAME OVER AFTER ABOUT A 12 HOUR DAY AND ROBERT GAVE 

THEM EACH AN ICE COLD BEER AND WELL WE ARE NOW BUDDIES.  BY DOING THIS IT HELPS RELATIONS OF 

HAVING TO RETRIEVE AN AIRPLANE OUT OF THE CORN CROPS THAT WERE THERE.  BUT WE DID NOT HAVE 

TO USE THAT CARD.  SO IT TURNED OUT VERY COOL FOR ALL OF US.  THE FARMERS WERE REALLY IM-

PRESSED BY OUR AIRCRAFT.    THEY WERE SO NICE AND DOWN TO EARTH SO TO SPEAK, REALLY.  BUNCH OF 

COOL GUYS. 

  BIG RAFFLE GIVE AWAY ON SATURDAY AFTERNOON.  LOTS OF GOODIES TO WIN. 

  AMA WAS WELL REPRESENTED ON SATURDAY WITH EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT MARK SMITH AND VICE 

PRESIDENT LARRY TOUGAS AS WELL AS DENNY BAKER AND MYSELF AS AMA DIST X AVP’S. 

  SATURDAY EVE’S BBQ WAS TO DIE FOR.  TOP SIRLOIN, SAUTEED MUSHROOMS, RICE PILAF, GARLIC BREAD 

AND AN ICE COLD SALAD AND BEER OR WINE.    IT WAS MORE LIKE AN ALL YOU CAN EAT DINNER.  WOW-

SERS.  DESSERT WAS A BIG CAKE WITH SOME REALLY COOL TRIMMINGS ON IT AS FAR AS ARTWORK FOR 

THE AMA CELEBRATION. 

  THEN AFTER THE EATING WAS DONE AND SOME SPEECHES FROM SOME OF THE CLUB MEMBERS.  IT WAS 

KURIYOKI TIME AND LET’S GET RICK UP THERE AND SING SOMETHING.   SO RAYS GIRLFRIEND LINDELL, WHO 

HAS A GREAT VOICE HAD ROBERT AND MYSELF UP THERE SINGING, ‘I’VE GOT YOU BABE’.  IT IS EASIER WITH 

OTHER PEOPLE ARE INVOLVED.  I HAVE NEVER SEEN MY WIFE LIFE LAUGH SO HARD, SHE WAS IN TEARS.  IT 

WAS MORE OF A COMEDY ACT THAN ANYTHING.  NOW RAY IS THE GUY WITH THE VOICE.  GREAT JOB RAY.   

BUT WE HAD A BALL.  IT WAS TRULLY AN AMAZING EVENING.  THIS WAS THE BEST WITH FRIENDS AND FAM-

ILY AND OH YEAH THE FLYING PART WAS A BONUS.   

  THANKS SO MUCH TO JOSE AND HIS CREW FOR PUTTING ON THIS EVENT AND HOPEFULLY THIS WILL BE 

THE START OF SOMETHING TO LOOK FORWARD TO ON LABOR DAY WEEKEND NEXT YEAR.   

PLAN ON IT.   C YA,   RICK MAIDA AMA AVP DIST X 



2011 Lake McSwain Float Fly 
September 23,24 and 25          Hosted by the TURLOCK RADIO CONTROL CLUB 

CD: Gary Wolz …………Flight Line Boss: Larry Date 
 

Great job to Gary and the Turlock gang.  A huge success and a great bunch.  Good people. 

  How time flies when you are having fun.  It just seems like I just finished writing about the 2010 

meet at the lake.   Gary Wolz and the Turlock gang did it up right again this year.  3 days of flying, a 

potluck dinner for the club on Friday eve and then the BBQ on Saturday eve for all.  Tri Tip and Chick-

en to die for with all the fixins.  I sure ate my share and then some.  The cooks even bagged up the 

left overs  for folks to take home.  Tri Tip sandwiches, yum yum.  It was fantastic.  

  The weather was a bit hot this year but made for very pleasant evenings .  This year the rangers and 

the Turlock club worked things out so that night flying was made possible.  Pretty cool.  So Denny 

Baker just happened to have his Sig Rascal on floats with a whole bunch of lights and yours truly got 

the stick honors.   Thanks for that Denny.     Pilot count was down from last year.  But there was still 

a turnout of 27 pilots.  Where have all the pilots gone, is what I want to know.  Come on guys and 

gals, we need to step up and go to these meets and support the clubs that put forth all the work to 

hold these  meets. 

  The gang from Ventura came up and this is their 8th year in a row and went back with a whole 

bunch of raffle prizes.   The raffle was a big success.  Lots of fun. 

  Larry Tougass came out on Saturday and all got to see him fly not 1, not 2 but 3 aircraft.  So that 

puts that rumor to rest that he can fly folks.   Ha Ha Ha just a little pick on Larry’s stuff.   

  The famous campsites in the G Loop were where it was happening.  Lots of hanger flying.  Too cool.  

Thanks Tom Moore for the reservations.  Save my spot for next year.  

   So get ready for this meet again 

next year.  Bring out them night fly-

er float planes.  

 The best part was flying a bit past 

the outer marker of the fly zone 

and you get ….   THE HORN…………

it was a crack up. 

Thanks so much Gary and the gang 

for the fun meet. 

Until next year, go feet wet and 

keep the floats on the water.  

Rick and Merriam Maida,  Dist X 

AVP 



TRI VALLEY RC MODELERS @ THE SANTA MARIA’S THUNDER 
OVER THE VALLEY AIRSHOW    AUG 27&28 2011 

    Coming to you live from the Santa Maria Airport.  This is your AMA AVP’S DIST X….RICK MAI-
DA AND DENNY BAKER.  Breaking news from air show ,fans from all over the…………… Santa 
Maria area.  Wow what a great booth set up by those Tri Valley RC Modeler guys, wowsers.    
They had just about all there is to do with RC on display for the crowd to enjoy.  Being that 
there was a lot of dead time in the air all of us took advantage of the time to talk about our 
hobby to the masses that checked us out.  It was pretty cool.  Young and old asking all those 
questions about how fast, how high, how much and what happens when they crash.  Of 
course the youngsters were asked which one is their favorite and the answer was, “all of 
them”.  Lots of hanger flying and a whole bunch of curious folk getting info regarding the air-
craft on display.    I was amazed that a lot of folk did not know that the Tri Valley RC club was 
there behind the Rodeo  grounds.  Well they are aware of us now.  Yeah.  The pres. Chuck 
Barnes and others passed out about 400 flyers  about the upcoming model air show.   We all 
had a great time talking to folks.   So hopefully a good turn out at the air show. 
  Raffle was a big success.  Ernie built a gorgeous Great Planes PT19 Stearman Biplane and the 
tickets were flowing big time.  Who will be the lucky person to take this one home.   
  What did fly at the show were a group of 3 gals 
with two Cessna’s and a Cherokee doing  fly bys.  A 
gyro copter showing  it’s capabilities.  Warbirds con-
sisted of 3 AT6’s, a CJ5 aircraft and a T34.  They did 
about 4 laps around the circuit.  Next up was I think 
it was an L-39 trainer jet doing some fly bys. 
   John Culver and the AT6 named WAR DOG did an 
incredibly smooth aerobatic routine that was almost 
poetic in nature.  So smooth.  Then my long time 
modeling friend Evan Wolfe with his big T28C Trojan 
with Dean as the narrator put the big Trojan through 
its maneuvers.  Awesome job.   

 
Talking with Evan he tells 
me to look for his routine 
around 1:30 where he says 
he “TURNS MONEY INTO 
NOISE” too cool. Then in 
closing was the amazing 
A10 Warthog.  Let me tell 
you, you do not want to be 
on the business end of that 
gattling gun when these 
guys come at you. 
 



  So, Saturday and Sunday was pretty much the same.  A 
lot of pilots left Saturday so it was pretty light on Sunday.  
Must have been those FAA guys.  Lots of people in attend-
ance aching to see something in the air. 
  All in all it was fun.  Talking to people, meeting more club 
members, talking airplanes and stuff. 
A big thanks to Mike Geddry for the invite.  Dan Mahoney  
for our vendor/booth setup which was killer this year.  
Ron Johnson for trying to get us in the air, we keep hop-

ing…….someday.  Another big thanks to Bob Allington and Peter for accommodations so that 
Denny and I did not sleep in the back of our trailers.  Dick at the gate for security, keep them 
model trains going. 
Big thanks for the hospitality of the Tri Valley gang. Chuck, it is always a pleasure, Steve with 
his Raven UAV and hey Steve “check your 2 o’clock” you know, the purple with the ………OK .  
Conrado with the cocktails to wet our whistles.   We all stayed together and had some fun.  
Wish we could do it more often.  It just does not get any better than that.   
   Now the best part of the air show was when it was over.  After all pitched in and dismantled 
the booth. All of the military aircraft that flew in on Saturday, well lest just say ……OMG.  They 
did some stuff that got my adrenaline pumping when they departed.    I have never seen an 
E2C Hawkeye sustain a 90 degree knife edge on a 360 degree pass around us.  The F18 Hornet 
driver……..whom ever was in the out house at that one pass…….well we all feel real sorry for 
him.  I think he will have a blue bottom for along time.   
So there you have it.  You survived another mission.   
All of us had a great time.  So hopefully we will get invited back next year. 
So, keep the throttles open and the canopy closed. 

Till then this is Rick Maida AMA AVP Dist X 
C ya! 



Recently The AMA Insider ran a short story on a group flying at their work place. It interested 

me and I thought my readers might like to learn more. This is another way as modelers we can 

find places to fly. I hope you enjoy the article and pictures, and maybe, just maybe we can get 

another group flying at their work place……. because of it being published here. 

My thanks to James (and the others) for the article.  
 

Mike, Below is our story, and input from several people. Attached are a few photos 

On behalf of the Intel RC DuPont Group…. 

Regards! 

-James E. Holland 

 

“  Just for fun, we started flying small electric planes in 

the Intel back parking lot during our lunch hour,  with a 

small group of guys that would fly every day, even dur-

ing the cold of winter. The parking lot was fun, but not 

entirely safe due to the fact that cars were coming and 

going, and sometimes people were nearby. At times, 

there were guys flying in the rear parking lot, as well as 

the front parking lot at the same time... It became clear that we needed to establish some sort of 

control to be safer, and so we could continue to keep our site friendly to presence of our air-

craft. 

Intel’s GPTW program’s goal is to entice interest in Intel as truly a Great Place to Work by in-

vesting in the people who work there. Part of this initiative was to create fun teams of various 

sorts. The list grew very quickly and many different teams developed.  

The small group of dedicated fun flyers saw this as an unique opportunity to create an RC fun 

team…  After negotiations with the fun-team and site managers, the Intel RC DuPont Group 

was formed. A vacant unfinished parking lot on the Intel property was graciously approved by 

our site manager for our use.  We spent a few weekends removing rocks from that area for a 

makeshift runway. It was not as smooth as flying from the parking lot, but now much safer as 

all flyers are at the same place on the property, and we no longer had to worry about cars, peo-

ple etc..as the trees surrounding the lot always seem to catch any plane trying to get away. The 

site managers moved some picnic tables out there so we have places to work on planes in our 

pit area. One by one, more people noticed us regularly flying  during lunch time and interested 

people began to join us. Most could not believe at first that this was in Intel Sponsored team! 

The fun team purchased 2 networked Real-flight simulators with all add-ons and 50” Plasma 

screen monitors for them.  The simulators were setup in our common game-room, where all 

Intel DuPont employees now have access to learn to fly RC! When the weather is bad outside, 

the networked simulators provide an excellent alternative for some fun flying or to brush up on 

our skills. 

Still in our infancy, we are now looking forward to more membership, more employee expo-

sure, and possibly site improvements like runway surfacing, safety fencing, signage, etc. We 

are interested in growing this fun-team to a whole new level of fun.  We have ideas such as fun 

fly events, or maybe introductory flight days with instructor pilots with trainer systems at the 

ready for first time pilots. We regularly have new aircraft showing up at the field, and several 

new pilots which have already learned to fly right here at their place of work! 



“I think the value 

of the company 

to have a Great 

Place to Work is 

one of the ways 

that we retain 

people and all 

come back to 

work happy eve-

ry day. It’s really 

important to fos-

ter an environ-

ment where the 

e m p l o y e e s 

can  relax and 

decompress to 

later come back 

to be productive 

and with a re-

freshed mindset.  

 

 

Creativity is not ob-

tained by putting pres-

sure in the environment 

but the other way 

around. The different 

fun activities offered by 

the Great Place to Work 

program creates a re-

laxed environment 

where people interact 

in different informal sit-

uations (not work relat-

ed). Those bonds im-

prove teamwork and 

ease communication in 

the different organiza-

tions.  

 

In the end the company implements these groups to improve moral, reduce stress and have 

fun.” 

-Gerardo Martinez 

Manager 



“The RC fun team is a very unique kind of team probably not seen yet at many companies. 

There are many benefits to having employer sponsored fun-teams. It is an excellent way to 

bring people together, and helps develop relationships which can then benefit the company. It is 

teamwork through diversity which truly makes Intel successful, and the fun-teams are an excel-

lent way to bridge the gaps between people of different interest and backgrounds. The fun-

teams enhance communication skills, and help people open up, relax, and truly smile as they 

have real fun!” 

-James E Holland 

Sr. Validation Technician 

 

“The fun team is an important part of my 

work life here at Intel. It gives me time to 

unwind from the stresses of the workplace 

during the middle of the day. This allows me 

to be more productive in the afternoon and 

be overall less stressed at work.   Getting to 

know the people who fly from other groups 

allows me to get to know other Intel workers 

and allows me to learn from their experi-

ence.  It also, lets me know who I can con-

tact when I need assistance.” 

-Greg Owen 

Engineering Technician 

 

 

 

“The RC DuPont Group fun team provides us a place where we can get to know fellow workers 

who have common interests 

outside of the work environ-

ment. 

It makes me feel refreshed and 

ready to take on the other ½ of 

the day.  It is a great lunch 

break. I feel that Intel sponsor-

ing this RC fun team is icing on 

the cake.  Its great the company 

supports things like this. I think 

that after being exposed to this, 

it could make a difference in my 

desire to come and work at In-

tel DuPont.” 

-Dave Garner 

Engineering Technician 

 



“ The Fun Teams are an awesome benefit that Intel offers to allow people to network and have 

fun doing non-work related activities across a diverse and growing range of interests.  It’s a re-

ally interesting diversion to help me take my mind off work for half an hour or so and then 

come back to the lab/office refreshed and ready to continuing tackling my daily work challeng-

es. This is a really simple and relaxed way to meet new people from outside your team or group. 

“Shop-talk” is generally kept to a minimum because we’re having fun flying RC planes and 

even just watching.  knowing that a company is dedicated to making sure it’s employees enjoy 

their work environment and offers opportunities for fun and interesting diversions would cer-

tainly factor into my decision to come to work at Intel.  The RC club in particular is interesting 

because you really don’t have to own an RC plane or know how to fly one…just being out in the 

fresh air and watching the planes buzzing around doing cool tricks is well….FUN!  I think it’s 

incredibly cool that Intel sponsors this type of team building and really is yet another data point 

that shows Intel is serious about one of our core values of making Intel a “Great Place to 

Work”. 

-Jesse Matanane 

Validation Engineer 

 

     “The fun team was just what I was looking for.  It’s a great opportunity to network with a va-

riety of people from different groups and be able to share something in common. Having the op-

portunity to get outside and away from my desk during my lunch hour has been a great stress 

relief and a great way to break up the everyday routine.  Even though the fun team is fairly new, 

Intel providing us with simulators to practice on the rainy days and a safe place to fly is much 

appreciated.  Gone are the days of having a spotter watching for cars in the back parking lot 

while others fly.  Being able to have something in common with other employees in all different 

positions I feel is a great way to learn more about people and the hobby.  Flying with Electrical 

and Mechanical engi-

neers and technicians is 

a wealth of recourses to 

help troubleshoot any 

problems we may 

have.   If I was inter-

viewing with a new 

company it would defi-

nitely make a difference 

if they had a group such 

as the RC team.  To me 

it really shows that the 

company does care 

about their people and 

want to make sure they 

have an enjoyable work 

environment. “ 

-Chad Teodoro 

KMS Team manager 



 I hope you enjoyed the article about The Fun Teams at DuPont. A few of their flyers are pic-

tured below.  

This is just one more example how modelers can find places to fly. If you have lost your flying 

site, or just want a place to fly during lunch and your company has a bit of land not being 

used, why not ask? Remember don’t go unprepared. Go with some information about AMA, 

clubs, flying in general. Be prepared to talk about the insurance etc…  

Have a planned package to bring before your company, one that can be left with them if they 

need to bring the idea before the board, or just to look over more casually.  

I would be happy to send you some flying site assistance material or you may always contact 

Tony Stillman at AMA’s flying site assistance program. He’s a good man and will do everything 

he can for you.  

 

Although the folks at DuPont (the ones in upper management, who let these folks fly) will 

likely never see this article, I would like to thank them. As a person that has dedicated so 

much of my life to helping the hobby, it feels good when I see something like this. I know their 

reasons don’t truly have anything to do with modeling (they just want good, happy, produc-

tive employees), but they do have an open mind and do see the hobby, as a good, safe way to 

get those, good, happy, productive employees. 

 

Thanks DuPont, and Jim for the article and pictures. 



I decided to put this page last, as it seems I repeat myself in in most every issue of our publica-
tion, not all of it, but some. Apparently its necessary, at least until everyone figures out how 
this is E-magazine is put together,. Who it is put together by, and why. 

 I designed this publication, and I am the sold builder or editor of it as well. It was 100% 
my idea from the very start. I also started publishing it BEFORE I became the District X Vice 
President.  Anybody who tells you otherwise is fibbing to you. The reason some think my wife 
helps put this together is because our email address says “sent by Michael and Sandra Brown”. 

  The actual address to send to me is cabrowns@citlink.net. The house ph# is 530-549-
3005. My cell is 530-262-4819. Leaving a message with my son...well lets just say, I will not get 
it. I recommend using my house number most of the time. The web site address where all is-
sues can be read or sent to others  is theclearimage.com. 

 Why did I start this publication? This publication was designed to tell all modelers 
about the many programs and benefits the AMA offers its members and clubs. Also, for all 
modelers and clubs to have a place to publish their build projects, events they go to etc… No 
matter their skill level for writing OR picture taking. Another reason is a place for clubs to ad-
vertise their events, hopefully by publishing pictures of past events and talking about the com-
ing event. 

 MOST of the articles are from regular modelers, or I should say, most of the articles 
come from all of YOU, the readers. I allow modelers to write whatever they want as long as its 
positive. Nothing negative will ever be accepted.  I do NOT try to fix up the articles to try and 
make them look or sound like all the other articles in most all other magazines. Meaning if you 
have a few mistakes, or say something in a different way that most, I’m gonna leave it ALONE. 
Sometimes my wife edits what I write, but a few issues she didn’t get the chance. 

 I LIKE articles to be sent in a word document and the pictures sent separately as JPG’s. I 
think this is the easiest way. PDF’s can be sent but I’d rather not. Pictures should be at least 
96DPI. That is what I publish them in. Not to confuse some folks but a picture with a smaller 
DPI, say 72 is ok if the picture is big. If you just send them straight from your cameras….or 
even phone these days they should be fine. If you need to send 10 emails I do not care. What-
ever works for you is great with me. 

 Last…. this publication is FREE to anybody who wants to receive it. But like anything, 
free or not, it will go away if you the readers and your clubs don’t support it. I have been very 
fortunate to have received so much material these past 11 issues, BUT this summer I received 
the lowest number of articles and the hobby has been very active with events all over. It is dis-
appointing to say the least. I will accept material from ANYWHERE, not just the west or District 
X. Lets keep this publication going. I do it for the hobby, for all of modeling, for all of you. It 
takes several hours to do this and I do not get paid for it. I do it because I love the hobby and 
want to share it with everyone I can. 

Please pass this publication along to your online family and friends.  

Thanks 

Michael Brown………… your Editor 


